Secondary structure of coliphage Q beta RNA. Analysis by electron microscopy.
The secondary structure of genomic RNA from the coliphage Q beta has been examined by electron microscopy in the presence of varying concentrations of spermidine using the Kleinschmidt spreading technique. The size and position of structural features that cover 70% of the viral genome have been mapped. The structural features that are visualized by electron microscopy in Q beta RNA are large. They range in size from 170 to 1600 nucleotides. A loop containing approximately 450 nucleotides is located at the 5' end of the RNA. It includes the initiation region for the viral maturation protein. A large hairpin containing approximately 1600 nucleotides is located in the center of the molecule. It is multibranched and includes most of the viral coat gene, the readthrough region of the A1 gene, and approximately one third of the viral replicase gene. Within the central hairpin, the initiation region for the viral replicase gene pairs with a region within the distal third of the viral coat gene. This structure may participate in the regulation of translational initiation of the viral replicase gene. Two structural variants of the central hairpin were observed. One of them brings the internal S and M viral replicase binding regions into juxtaposition. These observations suggest that the central hairpin may also participate in the regulation of translation of the viral coat gene. The secondary structures that are observed in Q beta RNA differ significantly from structures that we described previously in the genomic RNA of coliphage MS2 but are similar to structures we observed by electron microscopy in the related group B coliphage SP.